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Dear IELA Members, this is my fourth IELA Chairman’s corner and I am thrilled to write it and to hold this position.

Dear all,

It is hard to believe that we are only 3 months away from our 28th IELA Congress. Yes, 28 years!! As I write this I reflect on my first Congress in Sydney in 1992, that’s 21 years ago. Prior to that I had involvement as CEO of a multinational company but sent my staff to IELA.

We have developed dramatically over those 21 years and this year to date we have added 10 new members with several others on the waiting list. This brings us to the debate of quantity versus quality and white spots versus established countries. There is no easy way to manage this as ultimately we try to look after our members first yet if we have applicants from an existing members country we have to consider them if they meet our criteria. Your board is constantly reviewing this as additional members give us more coverage and income to develop our association further.

We have recently received a request to nominate members to join the Board of Management as we are increasing the size of the team to 11 members. This is to ensure good succession planning as several of us are due to retire from the board in 2014. It will also enable good coverage at Board meetings as we all from time to time are unavailable. Please think about this, we have some good candidates but if you feel you can contribute let us know urgently. Our strength comes from the membership so volunteer!!

To Munich, our German host companies have arranged an excellent programme which combines a focused business meeting whilst enjoying being in Munich, one of Germany’s more beautiful cities.

There is no easy way to manage this as ultimately we try to look after our members first yet if we have applicants from an existing members country we have to consider them if they meet our criteria. Your board is constantly reviewing this as additional members give us more coverage and income to develop our association further.

You will all recently have received a request to nominate members to join the Board of Management as we are increasing the size of the team to 11 members. This is to ensure good succession planning as several of us are due to retire from the board in 2014. It will also enable good coverage at Board meetings as we all from time to time are unavailable. Please think about this, we have some good candidates but if you feel you can contribute let us know urgently. Our strength comes from the membership so volunteer!!

To Munich, our German host companies have arranged an excellent programme which combines a focused business meeting whilst enjoying being in Munich, one of Germany’s more beautiful cities.

We all look forward to seeing you there and to us all working hard to do what we do best developing business opportunities and making IELA the only Association for our great industry.

Cheers.

Robert Moore

---

Robert Moore
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...has successfully been operating in the exhibition and event logistics business for almost 40 years. Today our multilingual exhibition professionals handle annually over 500 exhibitions worldwide. With BTG locations in Germany, Switzerland, China, Russia, Mexico and Argentina and together with our global agent network, we offer specialised exhibition logistics of the highest standard. The daily implementation of the most important criteria according to which BTG works – service, quality and reliability – builds the basis of the successful further development of recent years. Excellent contacts to foreign customs authorities, public authorities and important government offices are all a part of the parcel, as well as the mutual trust which has grown over many years to our partners at the respective fair grounds all over the world. Give us the opportunity to impress you with our service!

BTG Messe-Spedition GmbH
Parkstrasse 35
86462 Langweid / Augsburg
Tel.: +49 821 4986 - 102
Fax: +49 821 4986 - 231
messe@btg.de
Clamageran-Foirexpo has been appointed once again as official freight forwarder and on site handling agent for the 50th Paris International Air Show (June 17-23, 2013).

We can skillfully and professionally ensure all movements of exhibits as well as Stand fitting material on site at Le Bourget exhibition centre in connection with any domestic and international freight requirements.

We are honoured to assist all parties involved and will ensure a high level of Logistics & customs clearance services to and from Paris Air Show.

For any inquiries, please contact the followings:

Lucien Lawson — Tel: +33 (0) 1 57 25 18 09
E-mail: l.lawson@clamageran.fr

Dominique Filiberti — Tel: +33 (0) 1 48 63 32 40
E-mail: d.filiberti@clamageran.fr

www.clamageran.com
We share with all of you in this edition of the IELA REPORT the first impressions:

1. **Homepage:** The new attractive design underlines the content optimisation, which includes the latest criteria of search engine and Typo3-content management.

2. **Navigation:** The clearly arranged structure offers a quick and flexible navigation running like a common thread through main topics and subitems. Just one click and you receive the information you are searching for.

3. **List of Members:** Now you can find members much easier via new searching and selecting opportunities by alphabetical order, by regional chapter and by country, which are highlighted in a world map illustrating the internationality of our members as well as our IELA network.

4. **More exposure via Member’s Details:** You have got the possibility to present your company profile with corporate logo and contact details as well as to upload your company brochure or other presentation. To arrange this, a quick Member’s login with username and password is available on every single page.

P.S. We are looking for new photos (high definition) illustrating the trade forwarding and event logistics industry. Many thanks for sending us your favorite pictures!
IELA SENIORS CLUB

This year gathering will take place in Lisbon, Portugal, 7-9 June 2013.

FINK’s new team member

FINK Group is expanding its events division and announces that Claudia Valeria Almeida has taken a position as Events & Special Projects Manager.

Claudia Valeria has been involved in logistics for trade shows during the past 13 years and will contribute to Fink success on logistic solutions for events. FINK keeps investing in Fine Arts and Exhibitions directly involved with Brazilian Museums, Art events and Trade Shows, and is focused to offer and provide the best quality service for its customers and agents.

Contact:
Claudia Valeria Almeida
Manager Exhibition & Special Projects Division
Transportes FINK - Brazil
Phone: +55 21 3410-9711 / Fax: +55 21 3410-9721
calmeida@fink.com.br
www.fink.com.br

TWI Group Celebrates 40th Anniversary

TWI celebrated its 40th Anniversary just recently in December 2012 in Las Vegas. In attendance were many of our US and Canada partners, staff, friends and family.

Started in 1972 by Stephen J. Barry Jr, TWI has gone through many changes both in our industry as well as in our company. We would like to take this time to thank the many IELA members with whom we have long been associated with. We could not have attained our success without you, our partners and clients.

www.twigroup.com
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BTG SUISSE AG

Salinenstrasse 61
CH-4133 Pratteln
Postfach 1134
SWITZERLAND

General Management
T: +41(0) 61-337 25 70
F: +41(0) 61-337 25 79

www.btg-suisse.ch

The Team

Markus Eichenberger  ▶ Managing Director / Financial Director
Dominique Geiser  ▶ Director and Manager for all operational matters
Regula Winter  ▶ Senior Project Manager and Sales
Fabien Bilger  ▶ Project Manager
Michel Baerfuss  ▶ Project Manager and Manager for general cargo

About BTG Suisse

BTG Suisse Ltd. was founded in August 2006. We specialize in international exhibition transports worldwide.

Apart from ensuring a perfect transport service, our focus lies on providing an ideal customer service. With our expertise we can support you in the preparation of customs documents and commercial invoices, as well as for any required letters of credit. We will also gladly take care of complete outsourcing projects on your behalf.

Our office is conveniently located in Pratteln, 5 minutes from the city of Basel. In our immediate vicinity we have the border offices in Rheinfelden, the Basel Rhine Ports, the Euro Airport Basel-Mulhouse and good transport connections to the domestic network of one of the largest Swiss freight carriers.

Our strenghts:

▶ reliable partner for all export-related exhibition and event freight out of Switzerland
▶ research and transport solutions for special projects
▶ organisation and assistance for your events off-site of the main Swiss exhibition centres
▶ multi-lingual staff with over 40 years of experience in exhibition, event and project logistics. ◀
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GO EVENTS MANAGEMENT INC.

Corporate Headquarters
36 Sebring Street
Brooklyn, New York 11231
USA

General Management
T: 718.624.2000
F: 718.624.3292 www.goeventsmgmt.com

The Team
Anne M. Norkin  ▶️  Vice President
Kelli Morrissey  ▶️  Account Executive
Friema Hope  ▶️  Account Executive
Michael Rivera  ▶️  Account Executive

About Go Events Management Inc.

Go Events Management is a U.S. based company specializing in transportation and on-site logistics related to exhibitions both domestically and internationally.

Our office is located in Brooklyn, New York within a 20 mile radius of Newark and Kennedy airports in addition to Port Elizabeth. We are a 24 hour operation equipped with a 30,000 sq foot warehouse enabling us to both store and consolidate cargo as required. GEM’s staff is small, but we pride ourselves on a quality, personalized service to all our customers in order that they, in turn, may focus on other aspects of the tradeshow/conference experience.

Although we already work with a number of IELA members, GEM looks forward to expanding our reach globally and developing ties with new partners.

IELA currently has 122 members in 47 countries worldwide.

Please note that the IELA Secretariat has included all recent changes in contact details in the new IELA membership list available on www.iela.org

Email adminiela@iela.org with all amendments to your company details.
INTERFLOW LOGISTICS LTD

Suite 304
The Crescent Building
Northwood Business Park
Santry, Dublin 9
IRELAND

General Management
T: +353(0)1 6853845
F: +353(0)6 46620558
www.interflow.ie

The Team

Niall Thompson  ▶ Managing Director
Gwang Im Lee  ▶ Sales and events coordinator
Michael Goode  ▶ Project Manager
Beverley Marchi  ▶ Project Manager
Vivian Brodigan  ▶ Transport and International Coordinator

About Interflow Logistics Ltd

Interflow Logistics is an Irish company specialising in exhibition freight forwarding, on-site handling and project logistics. Our team of professionals will provide you with a personalised service and the flexibility you need no matter how large or small the project is.

We are very much open for business and will be interested to develop new relationships and share experiences with other IELA members. To date we have supported several other IELA members on a variety of events taking place in Ireland.

Where we work. Interflow is the preferred supplier to the Convention Centre Dublin since it opened in 2010. We also service other Irish venues including the RDS, Aviva Stadium and City West Conference Centre.

Beyond our backyard. Interflow manages and coordinates event logistics worldwide, and can help you with any kind of event. We do not limit ourselves to freight handling and enjoy the creative side of logistics. Our team will provide a tailor made solution to suit your needs no matter what side of the globe you are headed.

Our facilities. Interflow Logistics operates a 24hr warehouse facility located within 15 minutes of Dublin City Centre. We also service Cork, Galway and Belfast providing advance warehousing to agents, event organisers and exhibitors.

Our other specialty. We provide an extensive range of transport, lifting and engineering services to many industries including: Manufacturing, High-Tech, Healthcare, Retail and Consumer Goods. Our project logistics division specialises in the de-installation and relocation of industrial plant & machinery.
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SIDDHARTHA LOGISTICS CO. PVT. LTD.

1&2, 30, Sushil
Tarun Bharat Society
Chakala, Andheri (East)
Mumbai-400 099
INDIA

General Management
T: +91-22-40894800 (Board), +91-22-40894843
F: +91-22-40894899  www.siddharthalogistics.com

The Team

Nishchal Padhya  ▶  Jt. Managing Director
Parag Padhya    ▶  Director
Sanjay Seth     ▶  Vice President
Sameer Pandya (Sam)  ▶  Dy. General Manager – Exhibition Logistics
Anil Kumar      ▶  Art Logistics

▶ & 200+ Professional Staff all over India.

About Siddhartha Logistics Co. Pvt. Ltd.

Siddhartha Logistics Co. Pvt. Ltd., is a leading provider of Logistics Services for Exhibition Freight, Event Cargo, Conferences, Private Demonstrations, Custom Broking, FTWZ Services, Projects, Trials, Deference & Aerospace logistics and Art-work in India. Our strong global network and significant local presence at 19 locations in India ensures tight control over your cargo.

We set ourselves apart by offering much more than just freight and onsite services. With our specialization in the domain of foreign trade in India, we help companies maximize their participation at exhibitions & events by offering them a complete gamut of services such as taxation related consultation and planning an entry strategy for India, along with the complete set of logistics services.

The first company in India to introduce the concepts of Free Trade & Warehousing Zone (FTWZ) for exhibitors, we have done away with ATA Carnets & Guarantees, and enabled simplified access to the Indian market.

Come to us for innovative solutions on how to access India and global markets and get an insight into what the right approach to logistics can achieve for your business. ✅
WEL. WORLD EXHIBITION LOGISTICS

12 Rue des freres Lumiere
77295 Mitry Mory
FRANCE

General Management
T: +33 (0)1 64 27 21 17
F: +33 (0)1 64 27 36 51
Mobile: +33 (0) 6 14 57 25 78
www.world-exhibition-logistics.com

The Team

Patrick Rejaud  ▶  President
Bernard Hayes  ▶  Technical Director
Sally Al-Salman  ▶  Sales Manager
Anne-Claire Galland  ▶  Project Manager
Yves Hamel  ▶  Project Manager
Caroline Brandao
Isabelle Kist
Laurent Martin
Jérôme Salibur
Henri Jean Simon
Geoffrey Cordier
Operations Manager
Accounts Department
Exhibition Coordinator
Exhibition Coordinator
Truck Driver
Warehouse Controller

About WEL. World Exhibition Logistics

Who we are. Since 2003, WEL is a logistics provider specialised in Fairs & Exhibitions & in Defence industry which guarantees a full range of services thanks with a well trained and experienced team of 12 peoples.

Our wish: to ensure our customers and agents a successful show
Our commitment: a door to door service in respect of your deadline
Our strength: an expert team with experience of exhibitions specific rules and on-site handling

Where we are. Our office and warehouse are located at 10min from the CDG international airport & 20min of Paris City Centre.
We can operate in all majors city with a dedicated service from the exhibitors' warehouse up to the stand and reverse.

What can we offer. We can manage & coordinate shipment for any kinds of products in any type of events all over the world.
Give us your goods and we take care and assist you from the preparation of documentation, packing and arrival at destination.

Other services. Customer storage with preparation of orders and dispatch
Stand installation for key account
Models set up in private buildings or show rooms.
The 2013 Winter Seminar continued its established history of providing IELA members’ operations staff with an exciting, memorable experience. The Winter Seminar was held January 16th – 20th, again in Zurich, Switzerland. IELA’s experience from previous Winter Seminars truly influenced the unique character of this year’s edition as classroom sessions and networking opportunities ignited a special synergy among the student participants.

The 2013 Winter Seminar was attended by 29 students from 21 IELA member companies and represented 15 countries. This worldwide coverage certainly added a varied, multi-national and interesting elements to the discussions and educational process. The students’ work experience ranged from new-to-the business to seasoned veteran.

As in previous Winter Seminar formats (which has also become typical for most IELA events), the first evening began with a welcoming reception to allow students, presenters and Board members an opportunity to mingle and get to know each other. This process of greeting everyone was continued the following morning when the now well-established “speed dating” session provided a formal structure of face-to-face discussions. Students were allowed 4 minutes to speak with a fellow student participant before moving on to the next person. Within a short period of time, all students had an opportunity to talk individually with one another. Remarkably, once again the students remarked on their evaluation form that the speed dating session was a favorite among all other activities.

In addition to the “speed dating” session were a number of demanding classroom style seminars from Thursday through Saturday afternoon. All presentations were a combination of lecture time and student participation exercises. Topics included: the History of IELA that was presented by Bob Moore, Application of Tariffs presented by Achim Lotzwick, Marketing presented by Kay Lohe, IELA Standards and Practices presented by Mariane Ewbank, Domestic/Site Agent Responsibilities presented by Emmanuel Pitchelu, Export Agent Responsibilities presented by Jim Callaghan, and the 3-part Customs Workshop featuring the USA, India and China presented respectively by Brad Watson, Ravinder Sethi and Lisa Xu. As a guest speaker, Hellmut Sito Schlingensiepen provided a unique presentation “Corporate Visual Recognition.” IELA was also honored to have Petra Lassahn of Reed Exhibitions Germany as a presenter for the first time at a Winter Seminar (see side article).
All presenters were urged to deliver their topics in a highly interactive format and to involve student participation as much as possible. The half-day Customs Workshop provided an in-depth exploration into customs and handling issues in the USA, India and China. The students were divided into 3 country groups to examine and solve a case study project on their assigned area of the world. Then each group presented their findings to the remaining audience and answered questions relating to their solution. The brainstorming the evening before the Friday morning workshop by each group also became a tremendous networking experience as everyone began realizing similarities and differences in their job responsibilities regardless of the part of the world they were coming from. Another highlight of the Winter Seminar was an excursion around the Zurich Fairgrounds with a close look at the logistical environment during the build-up of a major trade show in this important exhibition complex. The tour was directed by Daniel Bataller, the manager of Gondrand’s exhibition department in Zurich – and the local IELA member. Dani also supplied a tremendous amount of support to the success of the Winter Seminar by coordinating all meeting room arrangements, students’ housing needs, lunch requirements and the day-in-the-snow arrangement. His assistance contributed very much to the overall success of the event and IELA owes him a gracious thank you for his efforts.

All students were given an exam as a final exercise and review at the Winter Seminar. The student with the highest score on this exam is also awarded as the “Best Student” of the event. This year’s recipient of the honor of being named Best Student is Mohd Rasyid Bin Abdullah of R.E. Rogers (Malaysia). We applaud Rasyid for his efforts and accomplishment. And we look forward to meeting him as our guest at an IELA General Assembly in Munich in June.

Jim Kelty
Winter Seminar Team
The students at the 2013 IELA Winter Seminar were honored with the inclusion of a very special presentation by Ms. Petra Lassahn of Reed Exhibitions Germany. This was Petra’s first time to be involved in an IELA event and we were extremely grateful for her efforts, experience and insights.

From their high marks and follow-up comments, the students found her presentation enlightening and extremely helpful in understanding the expectations of today’s organizers and exhibitors alike.

The 90-minute presentation and exercise was entitled “Success Factors For Exhibitors.” Petra began with a very detailed description of the exhibition world, the types of events and all players involved. This part of the program examined the origins and basic definitions of exhibitions – actually starting from medieval times through their development as selling events and then into modern times reflecting the technological dynamism of the industrial revolution. She also explained the many different types of exhibitions and the criteria and characteristics of each.

In the exhibition world, what do the different market players expect? This was a question that was carefully and methodically answered in the remaining part of the lecture by discussing the new and increased demands of today’s and future exhibitors.

Following the lecture, half of the students were asked to discuss their ideas for a successful exhibition from the exhibitor’s perspective. The other half of the class had the same directive – but to approach it from the organizer’s perspective. This exercise required the students to devise a complex plan with all activities from pre-show preparation through to post-show evaluation. The session concluded with both groups outlining their results involving all of the market players in the exhibition business and recommendations to address the ever-changing demands for success in our industry. The students were very attentive and their results quite intriguing.

Our thanks to Petra Lassahn for her wonderful contribution to this year’s Winter Seminar.
WINTER SEMINAR 2013 - PARTICIPANTS

- Shanade Collins (Agility Fairs & Events Pty Ltd, Australia)
- Jacqueline Horner (TWI Group Inc., Canada)
- Qiu Ouyang (BTG International Freight Forwarding (Beijing) Co., Ltd, China)
- Zhang Wei (Sinotrans Logistics Development Co. Ltd., China)
- Cui Xiao (Sinotrans Logistics Development Co. Ltd., China)
- Virginie Caquineau (E.S.I Group, France)
- Daniela Menzinger (BTG Messe-Spedition GmbH, Germany)
- Daniel Cerny (Cretschmar Messe Cargo GmbH, Germany)
- Annett Kreutzmann (Cretschmar Messe Cargo GmbH, Germany)
- Patrick Dexheimer (DHL Trade Fairs & Events GmbH, Germany)
- Caroline Masche (Schenker Deutschland AG, Germany)
- Andreas Stanglmair (Schenker Deutschland AG, Germany)
- Dimitrios Kostas (Orphee Beinoglou SA, Greece)
- Konstantinos Kolovos (Orphee Beinoglou SA, Greece)
- Pietro Rho (OTIM spa, Italy)
- Lik Chu Wan (JIM Project & Expo Logistics, Malaysia)
- David Imbaraj Gopal (JIM Project & Expo Logistics, Malaysia)
- Mohd Rasyid Bin Abdullah (R.E. Roger (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, Malaysia)
- Pavel Antonov (EXPOWESTRANS ZAO, Russia)
- Andrey Shalupenko (EXPOWESTRANS ZAO, Russia)
- Anna Peshkina (EXPOWESTRANS ZAO, Russia)
- Marta Kupis (RESA INTERNATIONAL EVENTS, Spain)
- Stina Öhmann (On-Site Exhibitions AB, Sweden)
- Philippe Muller (Inter ExpoLogistics Ltd., Switzerland)
- Amer Darwish (Darwish Logistics, Syria)
- Christian Andrews (European International Fairs Ltd., United Kingdom)
- Clayton Doss (Airways Freight Corporation, USA)
- Andrew Finley (TWI Group Inc., USA)
- Jennifer Harris (TWI Group Inc., USA)
IELA EVENTS - WINTER SEMINAR 2013

Clayton Doss  Pavel Antonov  Zhang Wei  Patrick Dexheimer  Christian Andrews

Caroline Masche  Virginie Caquineau  Konstantinos Koloves  Jennifer Harris  Andreas Stanglmair

Andrew Finley  Shanade Collins  Philippe Muller  Andrey Shalupenko  David Imbaraj Gopal

Annett Kreutzmann  Jacqueline Horner  Stina Öhmann  Amer Darwish  Marita Kupis

Dimitrios Kostas  Pietro Rho  Cui Xiao  Qiu Ouyang  Lik Chu Wan

Andreas Stanglmair, Marita Kupis, Mariane Ewbank, Andrew Finley  Daniel Cerny  Daniela Menzinger (first row, left)
As we go to print three months before the event, 215 delegates have registered to the 2nd Partnering Event, which really does go to show the key role of this networking platform as the meeting point of the Exhibition & Event Logistics Industry worldwide. The organising committee is working hard to make a great success out of Munich 2013. In this edition of the IELA REPORT, we would like to introduce you to the wonderful capital of Bavaria. You will understand why people love living in Munich so much and why we decided to organise the 28th IELA Congress here. Enjoy the reading, just forget business for a while, start planning your sightseeing tours to the magical castles and fall in love with Munich!

> In the next IELA REPORT to be published by the End of May one month before our events, we will inform you in detail about the great delegate and companion programme.

With our best regards,

Elizabeth Niehaus
IELA Secretariat
Munich is no coincidence the “cosmopolitan city with a heart” which attracts visitors like no other big European city. It is the perfect opportunity for you to combine business with pleasure during your stay at the IELA congress. Shopping and sightseeing, arts and culture, parks and castles, lakes and panoramas, beer gardens and gourmet restaurants: Munich and its surrounding area has everything.

The following information will help you to plan and prepare your stay during the IELA Congress & Partnering Event. We hope you will have a great time here and look forward to seeing you in Munich!

Here we go

Whether on foot or leisurely via tram: we will gladly show you the city. It takes some doing to explore Munich in just a few hours. We have created short and straight-forward tours for you so that you can experience as much as possible in Munich during your precious free time beyond the IELA congress. We have included the most important places of interest, shopping opportunities and beautiful sights in Bavaria’s capital. The tours described are designed to wet your appetite to return to Munich. We are confident that you will visit “the city with heart” again.

Anyone who has become a resident of Munich does everything in his power to remain here. And once you get to know Munich, you will understand why. After all, Munich unites the easygoing Bavarian “Gemütlichkeit” you will find in the shade of a beer garden’s chestnut tree with the hustle and bustle the city is known for. What’s more, the peaks of the Alps seem just on the outskirts of town every time the “Föhn” blows (a warm, dry wind from the south).

One cannot accurately do justice to the heart and soul of Munich by plainly portraying it as the capital of Bavaria, as an economic powerhouse, as a hub for trade fairs and conferences, as a magnet for students with its three universities, as the home of Germany’s Federal Fiscal Court as well as the patent courts for Germany and all of Europe, and as the home town of Carl Spitzweg, Karl Valentin and Richard Strauss. Granted, all of that may explain why more than a million people live here near the Isar River – close to the shoal through which salt caravans traveled from Reichenhall to Augsburg thousands of years ago. But if you want to comprehend why people love living here so much, we advise you to embark on a journey of discovery. And fall in love with Munich!
There is a word which aptly describes the Bavarian way of life: “Gemütlichkeit”. Unfortunately there is no fitting synonym. Relaxation, peace, satisfaction... none of these words come close. “Gemütlichkeit” can’t really be translated into English either. That’s presumably because this is not a definition or expression we’re talking about, but an emotion. We’ll try to describe it. Imagine a warm summer evening, sitting on plain wooden benches under centuries-old chestnut trees in the company of your closest friends and a cool mug of beer. It’s the simple things that count. It doesn’t matter who has achieved more or who is better-educated. It’s also irrelevant who is wealthier or more beautiful. Here you can just be yourself.

And if you look around in a Bavarian beer garden, then you will find that this feeling is omnipresent. Hundreds of people from all walks of life and different religions, in elegant business suits or in flip-flops and shorts, all sitting peacefully and harmoniously side by side, enjoying this exact same feeling of simply being here.

We’re looking forward to IELA 2013 in our hometown and we hope that after your trip you will know what “Gemütlichkeit” feels like. When we enjoy and experience summer in the city together under centuries-old chestnut trees in the company of good friends and a cool beer.

Barbara and Christoph Rauch
Dear Guests, dear IELA Members

Welcome to Germany and welcome to our IELA Congress! It will be a big thrill to have you with us and to give you a taste of German Hospitality, Culture and Way of Life. Barbara and Christoph Rauch have been spending many hours to make your time in Munich an unforgettable experience. We owe this IELA Event to their enthusiasm, dedication and professionalism and we are looking forward to be introduced, like all of you, to the fascination which Munich and Bavaria have to offer.

Come and enjoy, and be a part of the 28th IELA Congress!

Cretschmar MesseCargo GmbH

Contact Details:
Achim Lotzwick
Achim.Lotzwick@cretschmar.de
Kay Lohe
kay.lohe@cretschmar.de

Messe München

The new grounds of the Messe München (Trade Fair Centre) in Riem offer the ideal site for successful trade fairs and conferences thanks to more than 180,000 m² of exhibition space in 17 trade fair halls, 360,000 m² of outdoor exhibition space and outstanding transport links. More than two million annual visitors appreciate the first-class design and equipment which make it child’s play to realize modern events.

The modern International Congress Centre Munich ICM provides seating for as many as 6,000 people and rounds out the sites for top-notch events.

In the M.O.C. im Munich-Freimann, you will find attractive trade fair areas as well as conference and event rooms under one roof, and permanent order offices for the sport, shoe and fashion industries.
Tour of Munich’s city centre

Begin your tour of discovering the heart of historic Munich at Marienplatz. You will be amazed at everything the city can show you in a short amount of time. And treat yourself to a break in one of Munich’s oases – be it a restaurant, beer garden or café.

Start from Marienplatz; actual walking time: 1 hour; with stops and breaks: approx. 4 hours.

There is no need to rush in the morning! Most shops in the city centre do not open before 10 am.

Munich’s Marienplatz is dominated by the Neues Rathaus (New Town Hall). In the middle of the Town Hall’s tower is the carillon oriel: here you can watch and listen to the Glockenspiel at 11 am or noon and at 5 pm. Why not take the lift inside the tower all the way to the top (10 am – 7 pm). The façade is ornamented with portrayals of Bavarian princes, dragons and mythical beasts. In the arcades all round the Town Hall, you will find the Tourism Office and many well-established shops selling souvenirs, wood carvings, pewter or jewelry. The Mariensäule (Marian Column) symbolizes the defence of traditionally Catholic Munich against foreign attacks. The Toy Museum is located in the tower of the Altes Rathaus (Old Town Hall), which is at the edge of Marienplatz as you walk toward Isartor.

Walking along the left side of the Hugendübel bookshop, you will see Munich’s oldest parish church, St. Peter. Its tower, lovingly referred to as Alter Peter (Old Peter), is a popular vantage point. Although you must first walk up 306 narrow steps, you will be rewarded with a remarkable view.

Go from Old Peter back to Marienplatz, pass the Rathaus on its left and enter Weinstraße, then...
turn left again onto Sporerstraße in order to approach the Frauenkirche (Church of Our Lady). Stroll round the entire church and admire the small-town-ambiance of traditional establishments and shops selling handmade goods. The South Tower can be visited 10 am – 5 pm. First climb 86 narrow steps before a lift takes you to the very highest lookout point over Munich’s old city centre.

The “Dom zu unserer lieben Frau” (Cathedral of Our Blessed Lady) – the full name of the Frauenkirche – was constructed in 1494. The Cathedral’s interior is rather modest, with remarkably beautiful window art. In addition to numerous art treasures, visitors can also view the tomb of Louis IV, Holy Roman Emperor. Pope Benedict XVI was consecrated bishop here in 1977 and served as Archbishop of Munich and Freising until 1982.

Behind the cathedral, turn left onto Löwengrube, then right onto Hartmannstraße to reach Promenadeplatz. Renowned banks, offices and galleries have operated here for 200 years on the former site of a trading centre for salt. This square is defined by the Bayerischer Hof hotel, built by King Ludwig I in 1841 and which has been owned by the same family of hoteliers since 1879.

To its right is the Palais Montgelas, which was the official residence in 1918 of Bavaria’s first premier, Kurt Eisner. You will find a modern statue of Count of Montgelas in the small park in front of the palace – also nice cozy place to rest. Behind the place, turn left onto Kardinal-Faulhaber-Straße, which holds in store several stately structures. Next to the pink-painted Erzbischöfliches Palais, discover – behind a historic façade – the modern CityQuartier Fünf Höfe. This modern and spacious shopping arcade is characterized by transparency, distinct passageways and creatively designed inner courtyards. In this high-end-complex, find unique shops offering exclusive items, the Hypo Cultural Foundation’s art gallery with rotating exhibitions, and many restaurants and cafés appealing to a diverse range of tastes.

Exiting the Fünf Höfe via one of the passages toward Theatinerstraße and proceeding to your left, you will soon arrive at Odeonsplatz. Facing east is the yellow Theatinerkirche St. Cajetan (Theatine Church of St. Cajetan), which was erected by Italian master builders and stucco specialists in the mid-17th century to honour the birth of Prince Max Emanuel. This was the royal church for the Royal Residence opposite and is home to the House of Wittelsbach’s family crypt. Opposite Odeonsplatz is the Hofgarten (Royal Garden), which forms the northern boundary of the Royal Residence. This is a wonderful place to rest!

Either at Café Tambosi with a view of the bustle, or pleasantly tranquil in the garden. Bavarian King Ludwig I had the Feldherrenhalle built between 1841 and 1844 as a memorial to the Bavarian army and its victorious generals. Don’t miss to go up the steps and enjoy the magnificent view along the palace and down Ludwigstraße toward Siegestor (Arc of Victory).
Now turn onto Residenzstraße, the right side which is lined with exclusive shops. If you walk alongside the Residenz (Royal Residence) – Munich’s palace for Bavarian dukes, prince electors and kings until 1918 – you will come to Max-Josef-Platz. The Residenz was constructed in various styles over the course of 500 years and consists of a labyrinth of rooms, inner courtyards, royal chapel and royal stables. Nowadays, the Residenz is home to attractions such as the Herkulesaal (Hercules Room), the Residenzmuseum (Residence Museum) with the Schatzkammer (Collection of Treasures) as well as the Residenztheater (Residence Theatre). All of them are worth visiting!

To the right of the Residenz stands the Nationaltheater (Bavarian State Opera), which was opened in 1818. Several masterpieces by Richard Wagner premiered here in the mid-19th century. In the middle of this square is a statue of the man after whom this square was named: Maximilian I Joseph, the first king of Bavaria. The prominent red building at the other end of Max-Josef-Platz is Munich’s Alte Hauptpost (Old General Post Office).

Now, stroll a bit away from the city centre down Maximilianstraße, home to many top-fashion designer shops. Turn right and go past Kosttor. You will enter Platzl, an idyllic square which has become a culinary mecca in recent years. In addition to the famous Hofbräuhaus with its cosy beer garden and elite chef Alfon Schuhbeck’s restaurants and shops, there is a broad spectrum of traditional and international restaurants. Opposite the Hofbräuhaus, turn onto small Orlandostraße – featuring primarily football fan and souvenir stores. At the end of Orlandostraße, turn right and then left onto Sparkassenstraße. You will pass Marienplatz on your right and the Heilig-Geist-Kirche on your left before reaching Viktualienmarkt. Although Viktualienmarkt naturally attracts tourists, you still get a genuine Munich experience here. It’s well worth to saunter from one stand to the next and try different specialties. You have deserved it!
Further useful information for you:

- Munich map with Munich attractions: http://www.viewonfotiles.com/maps/munich.htm
- Registration forms:

Munich Stories

Munich does have some idiosyncrasies. What other Germans call a Brezel is a Brez’n (pretzel) in Munich; and Karlsplatz is actually Stachus. Why is that so? Let us explain. What is the etymology of Munich? Monks (Münche) were already living here when Munich was founded in 1158. Thus arose the place name “apud Munichen” – at the monks’. Ever since, the seal of Munich has included a monk of some sort. More recently in history, the monk’s depiction was erroneously thought to be a child – which led to the Münchner Kindl fairy tale.

- When does the Münchner Kindl (Munich Child) go to bed?

At 9 pm, a night watchman and an angel of peace appear in the Town Hall’s oriel and put the Münchner Kindl to bed. The ceremony is accompanied by composer Johannes Brahms’ Wiegenlied.

- What is Münchner Freiheit?

The former public-transport station Feilitzschplatz was renamed Münchner Freiheit (Munich Freedom) in 1946 to honour the members of Freiheitsaktion Bayern, who had unsuccessfully risen up against the Nazi regime in Munich in April 1945.

- Why do people rinse their purses and wallets in the Fischbrunnen?

Every Ash Wednesday since 1426, people traditionally rinse out their purses in the Fischbrunnen (Fish Fountain) at Rathaus (Town Hall) – along with the Munich’s mayor. This custom is said to protect against financial difficulties; it also symbolizes that purses are empty following Carnival and everyone would benefit from a pay rise.

- Where does the name Stachus come from?

Prince Elector Karl Theodor had a Square designed in 1790 which was to bear his name. Yet the official name, Karlsplatz (Karl’s Square), never caught on. Munich residents refer to Karlsplatz as Stachus because – close to today’s Kauhof – the beloved restaurant Stachusgarten opened in 1755, which had been named after its proprietor: Eustachius Föder. Karlsplatz has thus been known as Stachus for over 250 years.

- Royal Garden
Do you remember Cinderella’s castle?

Walt Disney had been inspired by King Ludwig II marvelous Castle Neuschwanstein. Seven weeks after the death of King Ludwig II in 1886, Neuschwanstein was opened to the public. The shy king had built the castle in order to withdraw from public life – now vast numbers of people came to view his private refuge.

Today Neuschwanstein is one of the most popular of all the palaces and castles in Europe. Every year 1.3 million people visit “the castle of the fairy-tale king”. In the summer around 6,000 visitors a day stream through rooms that were intended for a single inhabitant.

The setting of Neuschwanstein could not be more idyllic. However, movement in the foundation area has to be continuously monitored, and the sheer rock walls must be repeatedly secured. The harsh climate also has a detrimental effect on the limestone façades, which will have to be renovated section by section over the next few years.

Don’t miss to visit the renowned dream castles of the fairy tale king Ludwig II, built in the 19th century:

- Royal castle of Neuschwanstein, majestically situated in the beautiful Bavarian Alps 130km from Munich [http://www.stadtrundfahrten-muenchen.de/en/day_trips/angebot/neuschwanstein-1/]
- The rococo-style palace of Linderhof with its fantastic grotto [http://www.stadtrundfahrten-muenchen.de/en/day_trips/angebot/linderhof-1/]
- The castle Herrenchiemsee, a grand replica of the Palace Versailles, located on the island of Lake Chiemsee [http://www.stadtrundfahrten-muenchen.de/en/day_trips/angebot/the_royal_castle_of_herrenchienmsee/]

[Image of Castle Neuschwanstein]
Everything You always wanted to know about Munich

Who invented the pretzel?

It is said that a lord told his baker, who was to be hanged, that he would spare the baker’s life if the latter were to bake a cake through which the sun could shine three times! And thus was invented the lifesaving pretzel, known in Munich as a Brez’n.

What is the origin of Oktoberfest?

The people of Munich have celebrated Oktoberfest since 1810, when Crown Prince Ludwig von Bayern married Princess Therese von Sachsen-Hildburghausen. The wedding festivities were held outside the city gates on the site where Oktoberfest takes place, Theresienwiese – named in honour of the bride.

Why is “Weißwurst” traditionally eaten only in the mornings?

Weißwurst, or veal sausage, needs to be eaten fresh. In the past, when keeping food cool was difficult, the rule was you had to eat it before the church bells struck twelve-o’clock. According to another legend, the Weißwurst was sold in the mornings to craftsmen, to make space in the butchers for more expensive products in the afternoon, to sell to the better off.

Tip: Climb into the head of the Bavaria statue

The erection of Oktoberfest structures begins in July. In front of the Ruhmeshalle, you simply need to climb up the steps inside Bavaria (over 18 metres in height) to reach the viewing platform, which affords you a superb view of the Oktoberfest fairgrounds.
Munich Top 20 Sights

1. Frauenkirche / Cathedral Church of Our Lady
2. Marienplatz / St. Mary’s Square
3. Nymphenburg Palace
4. German Museum
5. Hofbräuhaus / Royal Brewery
6. Englisch Garden
7. Residence Palace
8. Pinacotheca / (Old and New)
9. Alter Peter / Church of St. Peter
10. Karlsplatz / Stachus
Fourth Quarter CEIR Index Results Show Slower Growth for Industry Overall

DALLAS, 19 March 2013 Today, the Center for Exhibition Industry Research (CEIR) has released year-end results for the CEIR Index. After an encouraging, first-half with growth near 2.4 percent and tracking to meet the 2.9 percent projection, performance in the second half of 2012 declined. The cooling that was reflected in the third quarter continued into the fourth quarter with the CEIR Index for the overall exhibition industry finishing at 1.5 percent growth for the year, lagging behind the revised government GDP estimate of 2.2 percent.

CEIR Economist Allen Shaw, Ph.D., Chief Economist for Global Economic Consulting Associates, Inc. said, “We had a positive outlook during the first and second quarters of 2012, however, the exhibition industry began to slump in the third quarter and continued through the end of the year. We attribute this to the well-publicized prospect of the “fiscal cliff” which substantially hurt business sentiment and willingness to incur travel expenses, and ultimately hurt the exhibition industry.”

Based on the initial projection for the year, the sectors that were expected to do well performed better than projected. Conversely, sectors with low expectations performed worse than projected. Two sectors that exceeded projections were Discretionary Consumer Services (CS) and Sporting Goods, Travel and Entertainment (ST). Both rely on consumer confidence as does the Consumer Goods and Retail Trade sector. For example, the movie industry reported record growth despite consumer confidence today being 10 points lower than it was this time last year. Encouraging performance was also turned in by the Finance, Legal and Real Estate (FN), and Communications and Information Technology (IT) sectors.

Compared to the third quarter, Attendance, the leading indicator, slowed from 1.3 percent to 1.0 percent. Similarly slowing growth was reflected in Net Square Feet which was down slightly from 1.2 percent in the third quarter to 0.8 percent in the fourth quarter. Exhibitors slowed from 0.5 percent to 0.2 percent and Revenues which were adjusted for inflation slowed from 1.6 percent to 1.3 percent.

As an objective measure of the annual performance of the exhibition industry, the CEIR Index measures year-over-year changes in four key metrics to determine overall performance: Net Square Feet of Exhibit Space Sold; Professional Attendance; Number of Exhibiting Companies; and Gross Revenue. The CEIR Index provides exhibition industry performance across 14 key industry sectors: Business Services; Consumer Goods; Discretionary Consumer Services; Education; Food; Financial, Legal and Real Estate; Government; Building, Construction, Home and Repair; Industrial/Heavy Machinery and Finished Business Inputs; Communications and Information Technology; Medical and Healthcare; Raw Materials and Science; Sporting Goods, Travel and Entertainment; and Transportation.

About CEIR

CEIR serves to advance the growth, awareness and value of exhibitions and other face-to-face marketing events by producing and delivering knowledge-based research tools that enable stakeholder organizations to enhance their ability to meet current and emerging customer needs, improve their business performance and strengthen their competitive position. For additional information, visit www.ceir.org.
These are the main venues, but a number of smaller venues are in other cities throughout the country.

What are the major customs documents required for imports? ATA Carnet for temporary import shipments.
1 original & 9 copies of Commercial Invoice & Packing List for permanent imports.
1 original & 9 copies of Commercial Invoice & Packing List for temporary imports under bond.
MAWB or Express Bill of Lading from the carrier.

Is fumigation required on wooden packages?
YES: Ireland is a member of the European Union which confirms with ISPM15 regulations. All wood packaging materials must be clearly stamped in accordance with the regulations.

Is it possible to send the goods directly to the fair ground or do they have to be stopped by Customs first?
Venues in Ireland are NOT bonded. All customs procedures must therefore be completed at the port or airport of arrival.

Is Temporary Importation possible?
YES: ATA Carnets are recommended for all non EU shipments that need to be entered for temporary import. Shipments can be cleared for temporary import against a pro-forma invoice and the clearing agent will charge a bond fee to cover the deposit lodged with customs.

Is a Customs Bond required for temporary imports and how is this arranged?
Goods arriving for temporary importation on a pro-forma invoice must be packed and documented separately from all other items. Customs clearance will be performed at the port or airport of entry and the clearing agent will lodge security with customs to cover the potential duty and import tax. All goods entered for temporary import must be presented to customs at the event for either/or re-exportation or transfer to permanent importation to a local buyer.

Do permanent imports of promotional materials need to be packed & declared separately?
YES: Goods for temporary importation, permanent importation and goods on an ATA Carnet must all be packed and documented separately.

Are customs inspections (physical check) mandatory?
YES: especially in the case of shipments for temporary importation.

What are the major problems experienced with local customs authority, if at all?
They have a limited knowledge of the exhibition industry and the relevant customs procedures.

Are sales allowed during the exhibition?
Shipments entered for temporary importation must be returned to your customs broker after the show for customs clearance formalities to be completed for either re-exportation or transfer to permanent importation. Shipments cannot be sold from the stand and taken away by the local buyer. Heavy penalties will be imposed by customs for items not being available for customs clearance after the show.

What are the restricted & prohibited items for Permanent Importation?
Prohibited or restricted goods – Goods subject to a national or community prohibition or restriction may not be imported, except under licence or authorisation issued by the appropriate authority and presented at importation. For the full list of restrictions visit http://www.revenue.ie/en/customs/prohibitionsrestrictions/prohibitions-restrictions.pdf

What are the major venues in Ireland?
1. Royal Dublin Showground
2. Convention Centre Dublin
3. Citywest Convention Centre
IELA MEMBERS

The International Exhibition Logistics Association is a worldwide trade association dedicated to enhancing the professionalism of the transportation logistics and freight handling segments of the event industry. IELA has 122 members in 47 countries…
FINLAND

Suomen Messulogistiikka Oy
Messuaukio 1
00521 Helsinki
T: +358 10 309 6600
F: +358 10 309 6611
erikki.koski@smlog.fi

FRANCE

Clamageran Foirexpo
Parc des expositions
Porte de Versailles
75015 Paris
T: +33 1 57 25 1809
F: +33 1 45 30 2881
l.lawson@clamageran.fr

E.S.I. Expo Services International
ZAC du Moulin
BP 65025 - Roissy en France
T: +33 1 39 92 87 88
F: +33 1 39 88 98 27
contact@group-esi.com

WEL World Exhibition Logistics
12 Rue des freres Lumiere
77295 Mitry Morin
T: +33 1 64 27 21 17
F: +33 1 64 27 36 51
sally.alzalman@wel.fr

GERMANY

Agility Logistics GmbH Fairs & Events Germany
Karlsruher Strasse 4
30880 Laatzen
T: +49 511 8741570
F: +49 511 87415799
ARAuser@agilitylogistics.com

BTG Messe-Spedition GmbH
Parkstrasse 35
86462 Langweil/Augsburg
T: +49 821 4986 145
F: +49 821 4986 231
messe@btg.de

Cretschmar MesseCargo GmbH
Reisholzer Bahnstraße 33
40599 Düsseldorf
T: +49 211 7401 1270
F: +49 211 7401 1276
achim.lotzwick@cretschmar.de
kay.lohe@cretschmar.de

DHL Trade Fairs & Events GmbH
Am Eifeltor 12
50997 Cologne
T: +49 221 39802 51
F: +49 221 39802 20
vincenzo.scrudato@dhl.com

GONDRAND / ATEGE
vorm. Gondrand & Mangili mbH
Wurzelstrasse 2
60325 Frankfurt/Main
T: +49 69 974 653 00
F: +49 69 974 653 44
bernd.keil@gondrand-logistics.com

Hansa-Messe-Speed GmbH
Bornberg 94
42109 Wuppertal
T: +49 202 271 580
F: +49 202 271 5858
martina.snieja@hansa-messe-speed.de

Schenker Deutschland AG
Corporate Office, Fairs & Exhibitions
Langer Kornweg 34 E
65451 Kelsterbach
T: +49 6107 74410
F: +49 6107 74413
fairs-zentrale.frankfurt@dbschenker.com

GREECE

Orpheo Moschopoulou-Beinoglou S.A.
2A, Evripidou St.
17674 Kallithea / Athens
T: +30 210 946 6100
F: +30 210 940 9089/943 0833
mtsantes@beinoglou.gr

HONG KONG

BALtrans Exhibition & Removal Ltd.
Unit A, 1/F., Sunshine Kowloon Bay Cargo Centre
59 Tai Yip Street, Kowloon Bay
Hong Kong
T: +852 2798 6628
F: +852 2796 5606
pauline.leung@bal-trans.com

JES Logistics Ltd
26f Winsan Tower
98 Thomson Road
Wanchai
T: +852 2563 6645
F: +852 2597 5057
albert@jes.com.hk

Schenker International (HK) Ltd
Fairs, Events & Special Products
35/F., Skyline Tower
39 Wang Kwong Road,
Kowloon Bay
Hong Kong
T: +852 2585 9686
F: +852 2572 9012
thomas.lau@dbschenker.com

HUNGARY

Masped Logisztika Kft.
Szírstráváros u. 17-21
H-1211 Budapest
T: +36 1 263 7851
F: +36 1 263 7892
bartko.miklos@masped.hu

INDIA

360 Logistics Pvt Ltd.
Khasra No-1027/1 First Floor
Plot No-29
Road no-6, Mahipal Pur Ext.
110 037 New Delhi
T: +91 11 4777340 345
F: +91 11 4777334
bhuvan@360logistics.net

Orient Marine Lines Pvt Ltd
49, Rani Jhansi Road
110055 New Delhi
T: +91 11 23 51 40 40
F: +91 11 23 62 54 77
shirishk@orientrn.com

PS Bedi & Co. Pvt. Ltd | PSBedi Group
D-10, South Extension Part - II
110 049 New Delhi
T: +91 11 415 52 911
F: +91 11 415 52 911
exhibitions@psbedi.com

R.E. Rogers India Pvt. Ltd.
1, Commercial Complex
Pocket H & J, Santa Vihar
110076 New Delhi
T: +91 11 26 94 98 01
F: +91 11 26 94 98 03 / 59 00
rend@rogersworldwideindia.com
Schenker India Pvt. Ltd
DFL Building No. 8C, 12th Floor
122 002 Gurgaon, Haryana
T: +91 124 464 5000
F: +91 124 464 5100
kuldeep.razdan@dbschenker.com

Siddhartha Logistics Co. Pvt. Ltd.
182, 30, Sushil,
Tarun Bharat Society,
Chakala, Andheri (East)
400 099 Mumbai
T: +91 22 40894800
F: +91 22 40894899
sam@siddharthalogistics.com

Translink Express (India) Pvt. Ltd.
122 Udyog Vihar
122001 Gurgaon, Haryana
T: +91 124 239 92 73
F: +91 124 239 92 72
del@translinkindia.com

Interflow Logistics Ltd.
Suite 304, The Crescent Building
Northwood Business Park, Santry
Dublin 9
T: +353 16 853 845
F: +353 64 662 0558
sales@interflow.ie

Amit Ltd
AMIT Building, Airport City
Ben Gurion Air Port,
Maman Building
P.O. Box 58, 70100 Tel Aviv
T: +972 397 20001
F: +972 545 616637
ron@amit.co.il

Hermes Exhibitions
8 Projects Ltd
12 Ayalon st.
71293 Lod
T: +972 8914 6317
F: +972 8914 6316
hagit@hermes-exhibitions.com

Expotrans S.r.l.
Via Portuense, 1555
00148 Roma presso
Commercity Isola P44
T: +39 06 6500 4846
F: +39 06 6500 3181
guido.fornelli@expotrans.it

Gondrand S.p.A.
Via dei Trasporti
20060 Vignate (Milan)
T: +39 02 9593 53
526/521/523/302
F: +39 02 95 66 360
may@gondrand.it

OTIM Spa
Via Porro Lambertenghi, 9
20159 Milano
T: +39 02 699 12 207
F: +39 02 699 12 231
giampiero.beltrami@otim.it

Salma Avandero Spa
Fairs Logistic Division
Via Dante 134
20096 Milan
T: +39 02 98 69 24 13
F: +39 02 92 13 47 66
rpasini@saima.it

Blueline Co. Ltd.
3rd Floor, Saga-cho, MD Building
1-18-8 Saga Koto-ku
135-0031 Tokyo
T: +81 3 5646 4775
F: +81 3 5646 4776
tsasahara@blue-line.jp

ishikawa-Gumi, Ltd
9-4, 5-Chome, Higashi-Shinagawa
140-0002 Tokyo
T: +81 3 3474 8102
F: +81 3 3474 9841
igl-exhi@ishikawa-gumi.co.jp

Kintetsu World Express Sales Inc.
TDS Mita Building
5th Floor, 2-7-13 Mita
108 0073 Tokyo
T: +81 3 5443 9455
F: +81 3 5443 9457
masaho.naya@kwe.com

CML (Consolidated Marketing & Logistics Corp.)
322 King Abdullah II Street
11185 Amman
T: +962 6 585 6956
F: +962 6 585 7757
raja.khouri@cml-jo.com

EPLUS EXPO INC.
150-14 Samsung-Dong
Lime Building 2F
135-090 Seoul
T: +82 2 566 0089
F: +82 2 566 9514
ryan@eplusexpo.com

Expo Logis Inc.
Rm1602, Seoulforsent IT Valley
13-164 Seongsudong 1-Ga
133-111 Seoul
T: +82 26965 7708
F: +82 269657730
rosa@expologis.com

Korea Interlink Inc
#1607, KNK Digital Tower
220 Youngsin-Ro
Youndeungpo-Gu, 150-733 Seoul
T: +82 278 65251
F: +82 278 54789
krmin@koreainterlink.co.kr

KEMI - LEE Co., Ltd
Room 201 Hanshin Arcvalley
277 43, Sungsoo-dong, 2Ga
133-120 Sungdomg, Gu - Seoul
T: +82 2 561 5268
F: +82 2 564 0039
superlee@kemi-lee.co.kr

BCC Logistics
Sin El Fil, Opposite Mirna
Chalouhi bldg.Parallel Towers, Bloc B,
Floors 12-13-14
P.O.BOX 17-5040, Beirut
T: +961 1 48 22 11
F: +961 1 48 22 24
Georges.harb@bcclogistics.com

JULAND

Jordania
R.E. Rogers (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
No. 7, Jalan Warden U1/76
Taman Perindustrian
Batu Tiga
40000 Shah Alam Selangor
T: +603 5510 8611
F: +603 5510 6296
chris@rerkul.com.my

MEXICO

Jaguar Trafimar Logistica, S.A. DE C.V.
Homero 1425
205 Col. Polanco
11510 Mexico, D.F.
T: +52 55 5557 8088
F: +52 55 5580 6424
m.lara@jaguartrafimar.com.mx

New Age Of International Business S.A. de C.V.
Benito Juarez # 41,
Col. Urbana Ixhuatепec
Ecatepec Edo. de Méx. C.P. 54190
T: +52 55 57 69 74 15 Ext. 101
F: +52 55 57 14 72 97
rene.carvajal@naibgroup.com.mx

NETHERLANDS

CEVA Showfreight - NL
Postbus 1012
6920 BA Duiven
T: +31 20 587 4466
F: +31 20 587 4477
dean.wale@cevalogistics.com

Valverde B.V.
Triport 1, 6th Floor
Evert van de Beekstraat 46
1118 CL Schiphol Airport
T: +31 20 653 8555
F: +31 20 653 7685
info@valverde.nl

Van der Helm - Hudig Rotterdam BV
P.O. Box 1049
3160 AF Rhoon
T: +31 10 506 6187
F: +31 10 501 6185
explo@helmhudig.nl
g.kluter@helmhudig.nl

 poiS Unui7ral Express Sp. z o.o.
uí. Szyszksowa 35/37
Woj.mazowieckie
02-285 Warsaw
T: +48 22 878 35 66
F: +48 22 878 35 01
marzena.zawadzka-szulc@uex.pl

New Age Of International Business S.A. de C.V.
Benito Juarez # 41,
Col. Urbana Ixhuatепec
Ecatepec Edo. de Méx. C.P. 54190
T: +52 55 57 69 74 15 Ext. 101
F: +52 55 57 14 72 97
rene.carvajal@naibgroup.com.mx

P.R. CHINA

Agility Fairs & Events Logistics (Shanghai) Co Ltd
Building #9, International Business Park (IBP) 280 Linhong Road,
Changning District, 200033 Shanghai
T: +86 21 6236 6060
F: +86 21 6236 5657
fairs-china@agilitylogistics.com

Bondex Logistics Co., Ltd
International Capital Plaza
Room 2A07-2A08
No. 1318 North Sichuan Road,
200080 Shanghai
T: +86 21 6876 0433
F: +86 21 6236 5657
info@valverde.nl

BTG International Freight Forwarding (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Room 503 Building 4
No.12 Xinyuanxi Zhongjie
Chaoyang District, 100027 Beijing
T: +86 10 8460 1638
F: +86 10 6467 7828
shizhigang@sinotrans.com

Sinotrans Beijing Company
400, 4th Floor/Hall 1
China Intern. Exh. Center
100028 Beijing
T: +86 10 6229 5216
F: +86 10 6229 5798
jinxiaomiao@sinotrans.com

Shanghai ITPC International Transportation Co., Ltd.
28F Bldg 2, Lane 137
200063 Shanghai
T: +86 21 6260 6613
F: +86 21 6260 6624
jake@itpc.net.cn

POLAND

Universal Express Sp. z o.o.
ul. Szyszksowa 35/37
Woj.mazowieckie
02-285 Warsaw
T: +48 22 878 35 66
F: +48 22 878 35 01
marzena.zawadzka-szulc@uex.pl

PORTUGAL

CVTRANS - Trânsitos e Transportes, Lda
Zona Industrial da Rainha
Rua Dr. Joaquim Morais Júnior,
193/203/205
4410-066 Serzedo - VNG
T: +351 22 753 69 68
F: +351 22 753 69 69
creg@cvtrans.pt

RN Trans Actividades Transitarias S.A.
Loures Business Park
Estrada Nacional 115
2660-515 São Julião do Tojal
T: +351 21 324 62 07
F: +351 21 324 62 11
fairs@rntrans.pt

QATAR

Airlink International Qatar W.L.L.
P.O. Box 23036, Al-Doha, Doha
T: +974 465 7660
F: +974 467 5668
m.dib@airlinkqatar.com

BCC Qatar
Ground Floor- Office Number B3
Cinema Traffic Signal, Doha
P.O. Box: 14043
T: +974 444 3436 78
F: +974 444 3430
joe.aoun@bcclogistics.com
ziad.harb@bcclogistics.com
IELA MEMBERS

RUSSIA

Expowestrans ZAO
14, Krasnopresnenskaya quay
Exhibition Complex
123100 Moscow
T: +7 495 605 66 50
F: +7 495 605 34 31
adviser@ewt.ru

PAN-BALTService Ltd.
103, Bolshoy Prospect
Vasilievsky Island
199106 St. Petersburg
T: +7 812 322 60 38
F: +7 812 322 60 98
info@pan-baltservice.spb.ru

SINGAPORE

Agility Fairs & Events Logistics Pte Ltd (Singapore)
No. 5, Changi North Way, 3rd Floor
498771 Singapore
T: +65 6500 0250
F: +65 6214 9592
fairs@agilitylogistics.com

Transit Air Cargo Singapore Pte. Ltd.
111 Neythal Road
628598 Singapore
T: +65 64 38 16 86
F: +65 64 38 14 66
james.ng@tacs.com.sg

SOUTH AFRICA

LA Rouxnelle Logistics and Consulting
381 Nevada Crescent
Faerie Glen, Pretoria, 0081
92790 Pretoria
T: +27 12 991 7580
F: +27 12 991 7899
leon@larouxnelle.co.za

SWITZERLAND

Agility Logistics Ltd
Bleichestrasse 27
4002 Basel
T: +41 61 691 33 77
F: +41 61 691 70 36
tluechinger@agilitylogistics.com

SYRIA

Darwish Logistics
P.O. Box 60690, Damascus
T: +963 11 2111870 ext 138
F: +963 11 2128911
amer@darwishlogistics.com

THAILAND

Elite Transportation Services Ltd
102, 3rd Floor Soi
Sukhumvit 26, Sukhumvit Road
Klongton, Klongtoey
10110 Bangkok
T: +66 2 258 2991
F: +66 2 258 5990
siriporn@elitethai.com

Rogers Bangkok Co. Ltd
90/1 Moo.4
Bangchalong, Bangplee
10540 Samutprakarn
T: +66 2 752 6417
F: +66 2 752 6420
nuttacom@rogers-asia.com

TURKEY

Ertem International Transport Co. Ltd.
No:18 K3, 34520 Istanbul Beylikduzu
T: +90 212 852 00 60
F: +90 212 852 00 61
ersan@ertemgroup.com

SPAIN

Resa Expo Logistic
C/Ciencias-Entrada 1 Recinto Ferial
Gran Vía M2
Apartado de correos 2045
08908 Hospitalet/Barcelona
T: +34 93 233 47 45
F: +34 93 263 18 94
pmartinez@resainternacional.com

SWEDEN

DHL Trade Fairs & Events
Köpingsvägen 40
724 60 VÄSTERÅS
T: +46 21 495 4232
F: +46 21 417 510
jonas.uddeskog@dhl.com

Gondrand International AG (Switzerland)
Messezentrum Zuerich
Siewerdtstrasse 60
8050 Zurich
T: +41 44 315 44 10
F: +41 44 315 44 15
daniel.bataller@gondrand-logistics.com

Inter ExpoLogistics Ltd
Geneva Palexpo
30 Route François Peyrot
1218 Grand-Saconnex/Geneva
T: +41 22 798 13 28
F: +41 22 798 13 87
manuel.mazzini@iel.ch

TARAN

Crown Van Lines Co., Ltd
4-4 Fl, No. 165 sec.
5 Men Sheng East Road, Taipei
T: +886 2 2746 7621
F: +886 2 2746 7622
exhibition@crownvan.com

Through Transport Ltd.
8th Floor, No. 94-96, Section 2
Chien-kuo North Road
10479 Taipei city
T: +886 2 2502 8003
F: +886 2 2507 0650
ben@cslnl.com.tw

BTG Suisse Ltd.
Salinensstrasse 61
4133 Pratteln
T: +41 61 337 25 71
F: +41 61 337 25 79
markus.eichenberger@btg-suisse.ch

DHL Logistics (Switzerland) Ltd
Trade Fairs & Events
Heldaustrasse 66
9470 Buchs SG
T: +41 81 755 13 35
F: +41 81 755 14 13
mathias.schatzmann@dhl.com

DHL Trade Fairs & Events
Köpingsvägen 40
724 60 VÄSTERÅS
T: +46 21 495 4232
F: +46 21 417 510
jonas.uddeskog@dhl.com

On-Site Exhibitions AB
P.O.Box 6289
400 60 Gothenburg
T: +46 31 707 30 75
goran@onsitegroup.se

Gondrand International AG (Switzerland)
Messezentrum Zuerich
Siewerdtstrasse 60
8050 Zurich
T: +41 44 315 44 10
F: +41 44 315 44 15
daniel.bataller@gondrand-logistics.com

Inter ExpoLogistics Ltd
Geneva Palexpo
30 Route François Peyrot
1218 Grand-Saconnex/Geneva
T: +41 22 798 13 28
F: +41 22 798 13 87
manuel.mazzini@iel.ch

THAILAND

Elite Transportation Services Ltd
102, 3rd Floor Soi
Sukhumvit 26, Sukhumvit Road
Klongton, Klongtoey
10110 Bangkok
T: +66 2 258 2991
F: +66 2 258 5990
siriporn@elitethai.com

Rogers Bangkok Co. Ltd
90/1 Moo.4
Bangchalong, Bangplee
10540 Samutprakarn
T: +66 2 752 6417
F: +66 2 752 6420
nuttacom@rogers-asia.com

SYRIA

Darwish Logistics
P.O. Box 60690, Damascus
T: +963 11 2111870 ext 138
F: +963 11 2128911
amer@darwishlogistics.com

TURKEY

Ertem International Transport Co. Ltd.
No:18 K3, 34520 Istanbul Beylikduzu
T: +90 212 852 00 60
F: +90 212 852 00 61
ersan@ertemgroup.com
Gruptrans International Transport and Trade Co., Ltd.
Kirim Cad.36-1
6510 Emek-Ankara
T: +90 312 215 4344
F: +90 312 215 5090
feyzan@gruptrans.com

Ataturk Cad. Yildiz Apt. No:10
D:6 Sahrayicedid
34734 Kadiköy/ Istanbul
T: +90 216 467 65 91
F: +90 216 467 65 95
Tijen@idaexpo.com

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Agility Fairs & Events Dubai UAE
P.O. Box 36683
Dubai
T: +971 4 8131100
F: +971 4 8863878
Gjacob@agilitylogistics.com

Airlink International U.A.E.
P.O. Box 10466, Dubai
T: +971 4 4883 8111
F: +971 4 4883 8122
chrys@airlink.ae

Bridgeway Shipping & Clearing Services LLC
P.O. Box 8109, Dubai
T: +971 4 886 1170
F: +971 4 886 1077
javed@bridgewayshipping.com

Dubai Express (L.L.C) - Freightworks
P.O. Box 5514, Dubai
T: +971 4 204 4460
F: +971 4 204 4470
p.praveen@freightworks.com

Kanoo Exhibition Services
Al Quoz Industrial Area
P.O. Box 290, Dubai
T: +971 4 347 60 26
F: +971 4 347 60 31
rfullarton@bicskanoo.com

Salem Freight International
Hamdan Street, Suite 801, Al Salam Tower
P.O Box 44256
Abu Dhabi
T: +971 2 6277 333
F: +971 2 6262 669
sfluae@emirates.net.ae

UNITED KINGDOM
CEVA Showfreight - UK
Unit 3a, National Exhibition Centre
NEC Birmingham
B40 1PJ Birmingham
T: +44 121 782 88 88
F: +44 121 782 28 75
dean.wale@cevalogistics.com

EF-GSM Ltd
The Old Stables House Farm
Redhill Wateringbury
ME 18 5NN Kent
T: +44 1622 816 888
F: +44 1622 817 485
steve@ef-gsm.com

Europa Showfreight
Tilton Road, Bordesley Green
B9 4PP Birmingham
T: +44 121 766 8000
F: +44 121 773 4920
jbroom@europe-worldwide.co.uk

EUROPEAN INTERNATIONAL (FAIRS) LTD
Units 6810, Skitts Manor Farm
Moor Lane, Marsh Green Edenbridge
TN8 5RA Kent
T: +44 1732 860330
F: +44 1732 860331
jim.callaghan@european-intl.com

Exhibition Freighting Ltd
The Oasts, Ground Floor Mill Court
Mill Street, East Malling
ME19 6BU Kent
T: +44 1732 872 338
F: +44 1732 872 339
Neil@exhibitionfreighting.co.uk

GBH Exhibition Forwarding Ltd
10 Orgreave Drive, Handsworth
S13 9NR Sheffield
T: +44 1142 690 641
F: +44 1142 693 624
michael@gbhforwarding.com

Schenker Limited Fairs & Events Services
Unit 2, Sylvan Court, Sylvan Road
Southfields Business Park
SS15 6TW Laindon
T: +44 1268 632200
F: +44 1268 416490
derek.cassidy@dbschenker.com

USA
Airways Freight Corporation
3849 West Wedington Drive
AR 72702 Fayetteville
T: +1 479 442 6301 ext 100
F: +1 479 442 6080
bradw@airwaysfreight.com

Global Logistics Inc.
3068 E. Sunset Road, Ste. 12
NV 89120 Las Vegas
T: +1 702 433 1059
F: +1 702 433 2948
tw Warren@globelogistics.net

GO Events Management Inc.
36 Seabright Street, Brooklyn
11231 NY
T: +1 718 624 2000
F: +1 718 625 2337
annen@goeventsmgmt.com

ROCK-IT CARGO Fairs & Exhibitions
2025 E Linden Avenue
NJ 07724 Linden
T: +1 908 486 3939
F: +1 516 706 7677
BillL@rockitcargo.com

Sho-Air International, Inc
5401 Argosy Ave
92649 Huntington Beach, CA
T: +1 949 476 9111
F: +1 949 476 9992
kyms@shoair.com

Transit Air Cargo, Inc.
2204 E. 4th Street
92705 Santa Ana, CA
T: +1 800 247 1600 ext. 800
F: +1 714 460 1835
gkhodayar@transstair.com

Twi Group Inc. (USA)
4480 South Pecos Road
NV 89121 Las Vegas
T: +1 702 691 9032
F: +1 702 691 9045
gkeh@twiglobal.com

UniGroup Worldwide, Inc.
One Worldwide Drive
MO 63026 St. Louis
T: +1 732 308 0000
F: +1 732 308 0094
John_Harrison@unigroupinc.com
**BELGIUM**

Ziegler Expo Logistics Brussels Expo
Brussels
T: +32 2 475 4540
F: +32 2 475 4569
Jean-Marc_Salmon@zieglergroup.com

**BRAZIL**

Fink Sao Paulo S/A
Sao Paulo, SP
T: +55 11 3835 3399
F: +55 11 3835 3366
fairs-sp@fink.com.br

**GERMANY**

Cretschmar MesseCargo GmbH
Leipzig
T: +49 341 520 430 10
F: +49 341 520 430 10
Karsten.Klitscher@cretschmar.de

DHL Trade Fairs & Events GmbH
Frankfurt / Main
T: +49 699 76714112
F: +49 699 76714130
katrin.witzke@dhl.com

DHL Trade Fairs & Events GmbH
Hannover
T: +49 511 47562910
F: +49 511 47562929
katrin.witzke@dhl.com

DHL Trade Fairs & Events GmbH
Leipzig
T: +49 221 3980246
F: +49 221 39802 20
katrin.witzke@dhl.com

Schenker Deutschland AG
Cologne
T: +49 221 98131-8810
F: +49 221 98131-8890
fairs.koeln@dbschenker.com

Schenker Deutschland AG
Dusseldorf
T: +49 211 4362810
F: +49 211 4542648
fairs.duesseldorf@dbschenker.com

Schenker Deutschland AG
Essen
T: +49 201 959791-12
F: +49 201 959791-25
fairs.essen@schenker.com

Schenker Deutschland AG
Frankfurt am Main
T: +49 69 750 360
F: +49 69 740 965
fairs.frankfurt@dbschenker.com

Schenker Deutschland AG
Hannover
T: +49 511 87005 20
F: +49 511 87005 49
fairs.hannover@schenker.com

Schenker Deutschland AG
Munich
T: +49 89 94924300
F: +49 89 94924339
fairs.muenchen@schenker.com

Schenker Deutschland AG
Nuernberg
T: +49 911 81748-10
F: +49 911 81748-25
fairs.nuernberg@dbschenker.com

Schenker Deutschland AG
Stuttgart
T: +49 711 18560-3300
F: +49 711 18560-3349
fairs.stuttgart@schenker.com

**SCHENKER DEUTSCHLAND AG**

**Hamburg**

T: +49 40 35547430
F: +49 40 341845
fairs.hamburg@dbschenker.com
ITELA MEMBERSHIP

To assist the pro-active approach of the IELA Executive Management, you, the IELA members are asked to recommend specialist event logistics providers that you know deliver a quality service. Email the contact details of any companies that you would be prepared to sponsor for IELA membership.

Email your recommendations to > membership@iela.org
Hi Friends,

So the countdown to 28th IELA Congress and General Assembly has begun. This has been an historic year for IELA, when IELA has moved forward with new organisation set up completed as adopted during last IELA Congress at Barcelona. With this change quite a dynamism has been activated by the Board of Directors. Secretariat has taken up the role of following very closely prospective members for IELA and the results have been overwhelming. I express my appreciation for this activity of Secretariat which has resulted in strengthening IELA Membership.

There were 120 members of IELA at Barcelona Congress.

> 2 Members: M/s A.J. van Deudekom and M/s Trans Impex resigned from IELA

> 1 Member: M/s Bentraco was expelled due to non payment of Membership fees.

> 5 Additional Members accepted in IELA family since Barcelona are BTG Suisse, Interflow Ireland, Go Events USA, Siddhartha Logistics India and WEL France.

Couple of applications received have been reviewed by Board and are expected to be inducted as members once process is completed.

One more member from Azerbaijan, a white spot, is also expected to join IELA once the process is completed.

With the success of 1st Partnering Event at Barcelona there are 27 hot prospects for joining IELA and 41 prospects have shown interest in joining IELA.

Thus anticipated membership in coming months is expected to touch around 129.

As was conveyed by Chairman Bob Moore, new Board have revised the process of processing New Applications and same are now scrutinised by Secretariat and presented to Board for review with this Role of Membership Working Group in scrutinising new applications has been dispensed with. As explained by Chairman, this makes the process faster and leaves members of Membership Working Group to concentrate on other areas related to spreading the IELA brand to new agents in areas not represented at IELA or new players who have joined this specialised exhibition logistics field.

This will need discussions amongst members of Membership Working Group revising this aspect of Membership Working Group. We have had discussions regarding this aspect at Barcelona where creation of Data Base of agents involved in exhibition logistics particularly in area and regions not represented in IELA was discussed. It is suggested that members of the Membership Working Group will take on regions in their areas of operations for such exploration. Also other aspects such as promotion of IELA membership drive along with PR Group, relating with new members in IELA will be discussed during next Congress at Munich. I would welcome any other suggestion for Membership Working Group to make its impact in IELA ideology.

Looking forward to suggestions and contributions for making Membership Working Group effective in furthering goals of IELA.

Shirish Kulkarni
The IELA Story

This past December, IELA had a singular opportunity to showcase our Association, to “tell the IELA Story”, with an exhibition stand and presence at other events at the annual IAEE (International Association of Exhibitions & Events) Congress and Exhibition: ‘ Expo Expo’ in Orlando, Florida.

The IAEE represents the top echelon of Industry Associations, Executives and prominent Vendors in the US as well as a major global contingent of the same from a variety of international sectors.

Vicki Bedi (PS Bedi, India) is now a Board member of the IAEE and as such, IELA was presented with a cost-effective opportunity to exhibit at ‘ Expo Expo’. I joined Vicki for the Exhibition and a couple of additional Industry Events attached to the IAEE Convention---two of which were the Annual Exhibition Service Contractor’s Association business dinner as well as the third edition of Exhibition Summit Meeting which included most of the major Exhibition Industry Associations in the US.

In fact, of all the Industry Associations present at the Convention, IELA was the only Association interviewed on the Convention News Network covering the event----thus giving IELA additional positive exposure to the Convention exhibitors and attendees.

We shared a generous amount of time with the new incoming President of IAEE, David Dubois, who is quite enthusiastic about the current and future IELA/IAEE relationship.

In fact, Mr. Dubois has asked IELA to prepare a learning session / presentation to be included in the next IAEE Convention in Houston, Texas, this coming December. I will be eager to solicit the support of all of our US IELA colleagues to contribute and participate in the development of the presentation. (In fact an open invitation is extended to any IELA member who would like to contribute. I will pass along the format and seminar parameters when discussed with the IAEE.)

Also, we had time to discuss the many accomplishments of the outgoing President, Mr. Steven Hacker who presided over the IAEE for 21 years.

Mr. Hacker received the 2012 JMIC (Joint Meeting Industry Council) Power and Profile Award which recognizes individuals and organizations whose advocacy efforts have advanced the interests of the events and exhibitions industry.

Hacker was one of the sector’s most vocal and effective advocates. I cite this because his accomplishments have relevance to all of us in IELA; his advocacy efforts on behalf of our Industry may have similar relevance to Exhibition Industry/Government issues in all of our countries.

In addition, a 40% rise in processing capacity has been achieved in Brazil and soon will be in China.

Are any of these Visa issues similar in your countries? Could increased exhibition business be valuable to the business and tourism sectors of all of our countries? Obviously, the answer is yes-----the question : what, if anything, can we as IELA do to assist----to provide information to those who do advocate for relaxed Visa regulations?
The purpose of the IELA Organiser Working Group is to spread IELA exposure to and create a liaison with the “powers to be” of the International Exhibition & Events Industry; the major Organisers, representatives and Associations that “drive” the Exhibition Industry.

We’re “telling the story of IELA” and promoting the IELA Brand. Whether we exhibit at Industry Events, provide Exhibition Logistic Industry presentations, publish pertinent industry articles or assist with Industry Advocacy issues, we are ultimately generating potential business for our IELA Member companies which is a value added benefit, it seems to me, the prime benefit, of our IELA Membership.

To be more specific, an added goal or reason for our WG’s activity, would be that our offer to the Global Exhibition Industry Organisers results in all IELA Members being considered, designated and recognized as “Preferred Vendors”. That kind of brand recognition would go a long way to increase the possibilities of all IELA members gaining additional business in our competitive marketplace.

Probably, that goal may not be realistic in every case. But, short of that designation, we all can “sell” the IELA Brand confident that we are and should be “Preferred Vendors” to the business advantage of ourselves and our companies.

In my conversations with Industry Executives, Associations and Organisers, I have yet to meet someone who was not impressed by the “IELA Story”---our singular Association, extensive global network, our strict standards, experience requirements, exhibition customs experience and database etc. I suppose that all of our members will find this response to be true in their own markets and countries. Continue to “sell the IELA Story” to your advantage in whatever forum, medium or event that you can.

I recognize that all of the members of the Organiser Working Group are utmost professionals; experts both in their business knowledge and the business regulations of their specific countries. And, I know they are telling the “IELA Story” well in their countries. Please plan to continue to your individual advantage.

And I continue to thank the Group for all of its implied efforts.

John Harrison
Dear IELA members!

Before talking about the Survey that it is concluded I’d like to share with you a great experience I had in January. I was honored to take part at the Winter Seminar 2013 in Zurich to present “IELA Standards”. Besides talking about the Standards I used this unique opportunity to bring to the “students” the Survey and its importance.

Most of them have never even heard about it. I had reinforced to them a lot the meaning of it and how it affects the Association. It seemed they got it and I hope they will take this back to their companies and help for the next edition of the Survey.

Now, the Survey

It was a team effort between the Secretariat and the Standards Working Group members. It’s been a long and difficult journey to have members answering the questionnaire. At the same time it is also challenging. I mean challenging because we must try to find more solutions to motivate the members to answer the questions. We extended several times the deadline, we sent several reminders and got in touch with the non-respondents, one by one. And the results are:

- Respondents Export: 91 members
- Respondents On-Site: 88 members
- Non-respondent total: 13 members

Last year we had 20 non-respondents. There is a reduction, but we are more ambitious, we want to reach 100% of answering. But to get to this mark we need support from all the members. If it is not possible for person who receives the password to answer the questionnaire, it is necessary to forward to someone capable to do so.

To make brief picture of the results we had:

**Site Agents**
- 502 surveys completed in 2012; 668 in 2011
- Average Score 5.3 in 2012; 5.22 in 2011

**Export Agents**
- 578 surveys completed in 2012; 668 in 2011
- Average Score 5.3 in 2012; 5.11 in 2011

There is a discrete improvement from last year. But it can be due the reduction of the number of answers.

The highest rate is “7”, so we are not reaching the sky, but we are not under the average.

The Survey is an X-Ray of IELA members and is where we can see how our companies are doing and where it is necessary to improve. It is also an important tool for the Award which is recognition of the efforts of the best agent.

During the next conference in Munich we will be presenting the complete results.

We know we can do better, however we need the commitment of everybody. We are looking for solutions and if there is any idea, don’t be shy, share it with us.

Kind regards and see you in Munich!

Mariane

STANDARDS WORKING GROUP

Claudia Almeida
Wouterlogistica Brasil Ltda, Brazil

Fareek Al Zer
Salem Freight International, U.A.E

Michael Beckers
Airways Freight Corp, USA

Abia Darwish
Nazha & Darwish, Syria

Samer Darwish
Nazha & Darwish, Syria

Georges Harb
BCC Logistics, Lebanon

TRAINING WORKING GROUP

Dear IELA members!

With great pleasure I can tell you that IELA Winter Seminar 2013 was held successfully in Zurich January 16th to 20th. We had 29 absolutely fantastic students showing great enthusiasm to hear and absorb the information provided by the lecturers as well as from each other. To see them all listening intensely and participating in the lively discussions during group work assignments was very enlightening. Please refer to full report written by Jim Kelty on this IELA Report of the IELA Winter Seminar.

Once again it was a huge effort to arrange the seminar. Special thanks go to Achim Lotzwick and Jim Kelty. Their commitment to IELA and to the benefits members receive through this training event was the core force that put it all together. Coupled with the help of lecturers (most from IELA member companies) giving their valuable time, we can proudly say that seminar attendees got special instructions, insight and advise that is only available within the IELA organization. The students – and their employers – will benefit from this training effort for years to follow. With great appreciation I like to thank invited (non-IELA member companies) lecturers for their time and effort coming all the way to Zurich.

These IELA Winter Seminars have been and will continue to be organized mainly on the voluntary basis. While at times it can be hard to find lecturers, the people who have been willing and able to allocate the time to developing, organizing and participating in the seminar have been terrific and this shows a definite strength of IELA.

Throughout its history the IELA Winter Seminar has consistently been organized in a professional way with its content meeting the highest standards of training. Again and again there have always been individuals ready to put themselves on the front line and member companies ready to invest in their staff resources. This sets IELA apart from other business and industry networks. It is also a perfect example of the IELA spirit, its passion for quality and devotion to improving our industry. A special thanks to all who were involved in this year’s Winter Seminar.

I was grateful for the opportunity to be part of the IELA Winter Seminar. I enjoyed every second and have the passion to do it again.

With kind regards

Erkki Koski
Dear friends,

The Barcelona congress has gone for a while and over the past months we’ve been focused on our daily business. However our IELA activities are not sleeping at all!

Personally, I had the great pleasure of being lecturer at the IELA Winter Seminar in Zurich this year, where 30 young staff employees from IELA members from all over the world attended. I was impressed how well educated and skilled our students were! Their engagement and spirit to be part of the prospering IELA network was really amazing. In my opinion this young people have got the potential to be the IELA chairman in approximately 15-20 years. So we can be sure, that the future of IELA is secured in a very reliable way.

Particularly with regard to our increasing network, I am pleased to relate in my core business as chairperson for the working group as follows:

The new homepage will be online in April. We are still working on the development of the MEMBER ZONE. One of our biggest challenges is the creation of a serious communication platform contiguous to our daily business, which also offers new business opportunities.

In addition we would like to generate a new membership package as those you obtained in Barcelona last year. There is the idea of revitalizing the former posters (IELA general, Export, Onsite) with a new layout to communicate in our offices worldwide what IELA is, educating our people and strengthening the IELA Brand and awareness of the quality IELA members deliver.

We would much appreciate, if you could give us your input about the content of these posters as well. Also it would be very interesting to collect some topics, which might be relevant for you under the aspect of Marketing or how you can use IELA for your personal benefit.

We are looking forward to receiving all your ideas and suggestions which IELA advertising instruments are preferred from the member’s side.

Another big issue and the most important one for the upcoming months, is to start with an IELA newsletter with regular news about IELA, particularly about all members companies as well as industry challenges.

Unfortunately, we can only send out news that we are aware about. So please, feel free to inform Elizabeth or me about news in your company (appointments, changing in your staff, news about quality management etc.), which you want to provide in the IELA world. It depends on your engagement of getting in touch with us regularly as well as the quality and seriousness of the provided information. The more information we receive, the more often we can publish the IELA news.

So enjoy your life and take care.
Kay Lohe
Future IELA Events

28th IELA Congress
June 29th – July 2nd 2013, Munich.

Registration forms:

2nd IELA Partnering Event
July 2nd – 4th 2013, Munich.

Registration forms:

A leading provider of logistics services for exhibition freight, event cargo, conferences, private demonstrations, defence trials and art work in India, our strong global network and significant local presence at 19 locations in India, ensures tight control over your cargo.

We set ourselves apart by offering much more than just freight and on site services. With our specialization in the domain of foreign trade in India, we help companies maximize their participation at events and exhibitions by offering them a complete gamut of services such as taxation related consultation and planning an entry strategy for India, along with the complete set of logistics services.

The first ever company in India to introduce the concept of Free Trade & Warehousing Zone (FTWZ) for exhibitors, we have done away with ATA Carnets or guarantees, and enabled simplified access to the Indian market.

Come to us for innovative solutions on how to access India and Global markets and get an insight into what the right approach to logistics can achieve for your business.

To know more:
Email: sam@siddharthalogistics.com
Call +91 22 40894843 or +91 9930260116 (h/p)
Website: www.siddharthalogistics.com

Exhibition logistics | Customs Broking | Freight | FTWZ Services | Projects | Defence & Aerospace logistics
**THE IELA BOARD OF MANAGEMENT**

**Board Functions**

**CHAIRMAN**
Robert Moore  
remoore@agilitylogistics.com

**VICE CHAIRMAN**
Christoph Rauch  
christoph.rauch@btg.de

**TREASURER**
Christoph Rauch  
christoph.rauch@btg.de

**MEMBERS**
H S Bedi  
hsbedi@psbedi.com

Feyzan Erel  
feyzan@gruptrans.com

Achim Lotzwick  
achim.lotzwick@cretschmar.de

James NG  
james.ng@tacs.com.sg

**EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR**
Alan Hunter  
alan@gbhforwarding.com

**SECRETARIAT**
Elizabeth Niehaus  
elizabeth@iela.org

**HONORARY MEMBERS**
Mr. Stephen J. BARRY  
Mr. Ron BERRY  
Mr. Hans BRAUCHLI  
Mr. Karl BUEHLER  
Mr. Thierry DEMEURE  
Mr. Dieter FRAEULIN  
Mr. Greg KEH  
Mr. Jean-Paul MOSER  
Mr. Ravinder SETHI

**Members Moves**

> 360° Logistics becomes RED Logistics Ltd.  
Address and other contact details remain the same:  
**Red Logistics**  
Kharsa No. 1027/1, First Floor, Plot No. 29,  
Near Om Palace Hotel, Road No. 06, Mahipalpur Extn.  
National Highway-08, New Delhi-110037, India  
bhuwan@redlogistics.net

**Members Resignation**

> A.J. van Deudekom B.V., Netherlands

**Expulsions**

> Bentraco Logistics, Lybia

**IELA New Legal Address**

IELA International Exhibition Logistics Association  
4, rue Charles-Bonnet  
P.O. Box 399  
1211 Geneva 12  
Switzerland  
VAT registration number: CHE-100.318.856

For more information please contact elizabeth@iela.org

**IELA Collateral**

Have you considered ordering additional copies of the IELA REPORTS for promotional use?

Every IELA Member receive 10 complimentary copies of the printable Spring (May) and Autumn (September) editions, but did you know that unlimited amounts are available at just CHF 3.00 each?

Please send (company name) an additional (number of extra copies) of the IELA Report.

Your Name:  
E-mail:  
Tel:  

Contact Elizabeth for details on bulk discounts and to place your order: Elizabeth@iela.org
Available also to non-members
When your show starts, we have already finished. With the full range of freight transportation services we deliver your exhibition goods and event equipment around the globe. At the right time, at the right place, and at competitive rates. No matter whether it is big and bulky or small and sensitive. Challenge us now.

sales.fairs@dhl.com
Shine with us!

Cretschmar MesseCargo GmbH
Messegelände
Stockumer Kirchstraße 61
D-40474 Düsseldorf
Telefon +49 (0)211 45 46 70
Telefax +49 (0)211 45 46 735
faire@cretschmar.de
www.cretschmargcargo.de